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DETAILS

Sfoglini is a Brooklyn based producer of small batch,
freshly extruded pastas made from the finest organic
semolina flour produced in America.  They use traditional
bronze dies which give their pasta a textered, porous
surface for your sauce to cling to and air dry at a low
temperature to preserve the most nutrition and flavor.

Pasta Set #1 Contains:

-Cuttlefish Ink Fusilli (16 oz.)
-Whole Wheat Spaccatelli (16 oz.)
-Malloreddus (w/Saffron) (16 oz.)
-Trumpets (16 oz.)

Cuttlefish Ink Fusilli Cuttlefish ink brings a beautiful
slate coloring and sharp briny flavor that pairs well with
seafood.  
Whole Wheat Spaccatelli This two inch strand of pasta
resembles a rolled up scroll. A great substitute for ziti or
macaroni and superb with a chunky meat sauce that will
get wrapped in the folds. Sfoglini's whole wheat pastas
are made with a 50/50 blend of organic whole-wheat
and organic semolina flour. We use only the highest
quality local (NY State), organic whole-wheat flour to
provide you with the most delectable whole-wheat pasta
available.    
Malloreddus (w/Saffron) This Sardinian pasta is very
similar to cavatelli, but enhanced with saffron, adding a
splash of yellow-orange color. A common Sardinian
recipe for this pasta is to serve it with tomato sauce,
fresh mint and pecorino.     Trumpets Campanelle, little
bell in Italian, is shaped like a flower or horn and is
delicious when served with a thick sauce or casserole and
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Tom Colicchio
If you’re a regular on OpenSky, you already know that I’m always on the
lookout for dried pastas done right. Making fresh pasta at home is a
great thing, but it isn’t always a practical option. Store-bought dried
pastas are almost universally so bland and lifeless that a lot of
consumers don’t realize how wonderful they can really be – if you’re
willing to pay a premium for the good stuff.

That’s where Sfoglini comes in. The company was co-founded in
Brooklyn by Steve Gonzales, a chef who has been a part of some of the
most formidable pasta programs out there: Vetri, Insieme, Hearth,
Roberta’s, and Frankies Spuntino are just some of the restaurants where
he’s rolled and shaped dough. Steve knows the craft inside and out. He
started Sfoglini in order to bring really great, shelf-stable pasta into
peoples’ homes.

What Sfoglini produces is freshly extruded pastas created from
American-made organic semolina flour. They use traditional bronze dies,
which result in that textured, porous surface to the pasta that really
allows for sauce to cling and cover, not slip to the bottom of the bowl.
This, and the flavor locked in by slow, low-temperature drying, is what
sets Sfoglini apart from the crowd.

In addition to a series of traditional semolina and whole wheat pastas
(albeit in some unusual shapes like lacy Reginetti and tubular Spaccatelli),
Sfoglini also produces a line of seasonal pastas flavored with fresh, local
ingredients ranging from porcini mushrooms to cuttlefish ink. Get your
hands and some and you’ll be able to the difference from supermarket
brands from the moment you see and touch it.

Cook Often, Eat Well,
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More from Tom...

are a lovely option for pasta salad.

Pasta Set #2 Contains:
-Porcini Mushroom Trumpets (16 oz.)
-Whole Wheat Spaccatelli  (16 oz.)
-Malloreddus (w/Saffron) (16 oz.)
-Radiators  (16 oz.)

Porcini Mushroom Trumpets Dried and milled porcini
mushrooms are added to our signature organic semolina
for a subtle earthy flavor that makes a unique pairing to
any dish.   
Whole Wheat Spaccatelli This two inch strand of pasta
resembles a rolled up scroll. A great substitute for ziti or
macaroni and superb with a chunky meat sauce that will
get wrapped in the folds. Sfoglini's whole wheat pastas
are made with a 50/50 blend of organic whole-wheat
and organic semolina flour. We use only the highest
quality local (NY State), organic whole-wheat flour to
provide you with the most delectable whole-wheat pasta
available.   
Malloreddus (w/Saffron) This Sardinian pasta is very
similar to cavatelli, but enhanced with saffron, adding a
splash of yellow-orange color. A common Sardinian
recipe for this pasta is to serve it with tomato sauce,
fresh mint and pecorino.   Radiators Traditionally called
Radiatore, the ruffled edges capture every bit of your
sauce and offer a superb bite every time. Great for
thicker tomato sauces, ragus and mac’n’cheese.

SHIPPING

Estimated Shipment: Usually ships within 1 week.

RETURN POLICY

Return any unused item within 30 days.
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John Caplan ·  Top Commenter · Founder at OpenSky
this is seriously good.
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